Cupcakery
By Holly White

From Mexican hot chocolate to sweet potato, the
Harrisburg Cupcake Cup, held annually, brings exquisite
flavors and cupcakes galore together in an effort to raise
funds for a food bank and, of course, enjoy some dessert!
In 2009, a Twitter conversation sparked a challenge to make the best
cupcake among friends. What was first planned to be a small gathering in
one of their apartments turned into an event with official judges, prizes
and an entire day full of cupcakes.
“It’s an event for the whole community,” says Erica Streisfeld, founder
and organizer of the event. “I put a call out for judges and invited entries
in both amateur and professional categories.”
The event has gained momentum over the past few years, with more
than 40 entries last year, with hundreds of cupcakes covering every surface.
Each entrant brings in one dozen cupcakes, and gives six for judging and
the rest for tasting, Streisfeld says. Many bring extra as well. Regulations
must be followed, like creating cupcakes from scratch, and though they can be
creative, cupcakes must be sweet, not savory. Only standard-sized cupcakes are
accepted – no minis or too-big-to-fit-in-your-mouth varieties allowed.
“I love baking cupcakes and coming up with new flavor combinations,
so it was the perfect competition for me to enter,” says Marie Elena
Howe, participant.
Participants must be from York, Perry, Dauphin, Lancaster, Lebanon or
Cumberland counties, and bakeries from the area are welcome to enter in
the professional category.
“We’ve had some very imaginative entries in the past: pumpkinflavored, almond joys, a chocolate chip with cookie dough inside and a
cookie on top, s’more style and even one that looked like spaghetti and
meatballs,” Streisfeld says.
The public is welcome to attend the event, being held this year on Oct.
2, at Broadway Classic Production in the Harrisburg Mall from 2 p.m.
to 5 p.m. To enter, individuals pay either $3 or bring three nonperishable
food items for the Central Pennsylvania Food Bank. Upon entering, guests
receive a coupon for one cupcake of their choice from the tasting table.
“One hundred percent of the funds we raise go straight to the food bank;
prizes, the venue and other items are sponsored or donated,” Streisfeld says.
In each category the judges select a winner and a runner up, looking at
each creation in turn and making comments to use for a tie breaker. Half
of their decision is based on taste and half on presentation.
“The talent of some of the amateur bakers was a big surprise from
the original event,” says Michael Nguyen, judge for the past two years.
“Everyone has that one friend who bakes really well – I just didn’t realize
how many of those ‘one friends’ there were in Harrisburg.
The prizes are packages created from many local businesses, including
gift certificates to local bookstores, massage centers, music and other
pampering items.
Last year, more than 300 people are estimated to have attended,
Streisfeld says, with a line out the door. This year, the venue will be bigger
and accommodate more participants and even more cupcakes of every kind.
“Spending a day celebrating cupcakes while supporting a great cause in
Harrisburg makes the whole day sweeter,” Howe says. hbg
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